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The new answer is 2019-02-11, 2:58am I have a Moto G6 that I had for 6 months and suddenly it won't charge. The battery level indicates 10%. I tried 3 different chargers and 2 different cables unchanged. The charge indicator indicates that TurboCharge is working, but even after leaving it charged during the night it is still at 10%. I also tried a hard reboot 5 times and that did nothing. What else can I do to
fix the problem? Agent_May Senior MotoAgent 332 Messages 02-11-2019 PH 102 Signins 5339 Page Views Agent_May Senior MotoAgent Communications: 332 Registered: 02-11-2019 Location: PH Views: 5339 Message 2 of 51 2019-02-11, 21:45Pm Hello, jarmar! Thank you for reaching out to us, we're here to help. Can we know how to perform a hard reboot? Have you also tried charging the device
until it is turned off? 2019-02-11, 22:07 PM Difficult reboot as I say this on the internet was to hold the volume down and the power button together until it is turned off and started rebooting. I tried charging both while on and off while off. Neither will charge for the phone. Agent_May Senior MotoAgent 332 Messages 02-11-2019 PH 102 Signins 5339 Page Views Agent_May Senior MotoAgent
Communications: 332 Registered: 02-11-2019 Location: PH Views: 5339 Message 4 of 51 2019-02-12, 15:21 PMTH Hello Jarmar, Thanks for that. Can you check if there is any debris that could have blocked the charging port? Does it look free or missing any contact? Let's try to charge the device in safe mode. Turn on safe mode1. Press and hold the power button until power.2 is on the screen. Touch
and HOLD Power turn off on the screen until the reboot appears in safe mode. Let me know if it helps. 2019-02-12, 15:55 pm I tried charging in safe mode, but it didn't work. Visual inspection of the Usb port I find no damage, dirt or curved pins. Agent_May Senior MotoAgent 332 Messages 02-11-2019 PH 102 Signins 5339 Page Views Agent_May Senior MotoAgent Communications: 332 Registered: 02-
11-2019 Location: PH: 5339 Message 6 of 51 2019-02-12, Views: PH: 5339 Message 6 of 51 2019-02-12, Views: PH: 5339 Message 6 of 51 2019-02-12, 21:26 PM HI Jarmar, Thanks for trying this. To confirm, you're still using the original charger that came with the device, right? If charging your device in safe mode doesn't help, the next step is to reset the factory data. You can follow this link for steps.
Make sure to back up all the files first as doing this will delete all your data. Also delete your Google account to avoid activating Google's Security Protection Lock feature. Let us know how it goes. 2019-02-13, 1:30am I use an orginal charger and cable that came with I did a reset plant and didn't enter any account information when reset. However, it will still not charge. Agent_May Senior MotoAgent 332
Messages 02-11-2019 PH 102 Signins 5339 Page Views Agent_May Senior MotoAgent Communications: 332 Registered: 02-11-2019 Location: PH Views: 5339 Message 8 of 51 2019-02-13, 15:54 PM It's nice to know that you're still using the original charger device Your phone, Jarmar. Since all the troubleshooting steps on your device have already been made, our next option now is to replace the
device. You can definitely process a warranty claim for your device via this link. 20 Posts 04-22-2018 In 29 Signins 245 Page Views Messages: 20 Registered: 04-22-2018 Location: In Views: 245 Message 9 of 51 2019-06-11, 21:42 PM My device is charged when switched off, but it's also at a very slow pace. It doesn't charge when turned on. Suddenly it started to happen. Agent_Swaraj Former Employee
5996 Posts 12-04-2017 In 1170 Signins 77328 Page Views Agent_Swaraj Former Employee Posts: 5996 Registered: 12-04-2017 Location: In Views: 77328 Message 10 of 51 2019-06-14, Location: In Views: 77328 Message 10 of 51 2019-06-14, 1:22 p.m. wrote: My device charges when turned off, but it's also at a very slow pace.... It doesn't charge when turned on. Suddenly it started to happen. Hi
naman2898, It's weird, can I know if you're using the original charger/cable out of the box? Have you tried testing with other chargers/cable to see if this works? If none of them helps, sending the device to the service center will be the next step. But before processing, we can try to unload the factory data without restoring any applications and try to eliminate any failure again. Let us know how it goes?
Respectfully, Swaraj Motorola Support If you need a link in the profile update, please click on this link. My Moto g6 will not charge in most cases, except for the recovery mode (very slowly). When I load into recovery mode it says: the battery is normal (charging). I tried the reset plant, I tried to load it into safe mode, but nothing worked. I thought my charging port should be faulty, but if that's the case, why
does the phone charge in recovery mode and why it charges usually once in a while (4 times in 2 weeks) 11-25-2019 10:00am, like 0 11-25-2019 10:09 a.m., as 0 To Good Morning Central! Also, use can of compressed air to blow out the charging port, and a small tip dipped in alcohol to clean the contacts. 11-25-2019 01:39 PM Like 0 An awesome team of students from our educational program has made
this wiki. Motorola Moto G6 smartphone, released in April 2018, has 5.7-inch display, aluminum frame and dual rear-view camera. Here are some possible problems with fixing the device and then simple solutions. The Motorola Moto G6 battery works too fast or doesn't charge properly. If you find that the battery for your Motorola Moto G6 smartphone is running out too fast or doesn't charge when
connected, it's likely that The battery must be calibrated. Although the process is simple, it will take a little time to do the right thing. Start by pressing and holding the power button for 7-10 seconds. This will automatically restart the device. Then charge the device completely with the original charger of the device. As this step will take some time, it is recommended to leave it connected overnight. If the
aforementioned process does not successfully fix battery problems, it is likely that you will need to replace the battery. Please contact our Motorola Moto G6 Battery Replacement Guide. The sound on the Motorola Moto G6 doesn't play well If the overall sound quality of the phone is poor or the volume is constantly too low or too high, open the phone system settings menu in the Settings app and then click
on the phone button. You want to access the developer's settings. To do this, click the Build Number option 7 times and switch the option to disable the absolute volume on. This will reset the sound to factory standards and disconnect the phone from any Bluetooth devices that may be causing a lack of volume control. If specific streaming apps don't play sound, reset your application should fix the problem.
To reset the app to factory settings, open the phone's Settings app, the Apps, to select a problem app, to clear the cache. This should restore the application to the original settings and solve any sound problem. Be prepared to re-enter the information for the app and reset all the preferred settings that you had before. If your Moto G6 doesn't produce any sound at all, first try cleaning the speakers. This can
be done by cleaning the surface of the speakers with a sanitary napkin and spraying it with compressed air. If the problem continues, your phone speaker may be broken. This will require a replacement dynamic. Check out our Motorola Moto G6 Speaker Replacement Guide. Your Motorola Moto G6 experiences delays or hangs while using. If you only lag or freeze in a particular app or app, try to clear the
cache of the app/apps. You can do this with the settings - apps - ALL - Select app - storage - to clear the cache. The device may lag or freeze due to apps running in the background. To fix this, you can try this: Disable apps from performing tasks in the background (such as tracking your location, not in the app)Rebooting app preferences in settings - If delays and freezes persist, try updating your device
through the settings menu. If your device has already been updated, you can also try to reset your phone to the default factory settings in the Settings menu. Fingerprint sensor on Motorola Moto G6 slow or not working. If your device's fingerprint sensor works slowly when unlocking a device or you get a message saying: Fingerprint hardware is not available, here are a few simple solutions that you can try to
solve this problem: Reconfigure fingerprints. Activate the device's safe mode and any recently downloaded apps. Drop the device into factory settings. If the device's fingerprint sensor does not work, physical obstacles can cause failures. Here are some solutions to fix this problem: Remove any screen protectors or phone cases that cover the fingerprint sensor. Use a damp cloth to wipe and remove dust
and debris on the fingerprint sensor. The LCD display on the Motorola Moto G6 is faulty. This includes a sensitive LCD touchscreen display or a flicker screen. Load your device to secure to see if the problem is related to a third-party app. To do this, go to the Home screen, then press and hold the power button for a few seconds until the Power Off menu appears. Once the power button is released, press
and hold the Power Off option. The Reboot message should then appear in safe mode. Click GOOD to confirm. The device will then shut down and restart to safe mode. When you unlock your device and enter the screen lock code to get in safe mode. If the problem on the device has disappeared, the cause is likely to be a third-party problem. To solve this problem, you need to remove any unreliable or
recently downloaded apps that may cause problems with your device. When you're in safe mode, you can delete apps by driving to Settings . Choose suspicious apps that you want to delete. Select Delete and click OK to confirm. If the problem persists, or if Secure Mode doesn't solve the problem, then you should clear the cache section through recovery mode. To do this: Turn off the device, trigger the
Volume Down and Power buttons at the same time until the device turns on the Volume Down button, until the flag next to the Power button reads Recovery Mode and holds the power button to restart the device. The Android logo will be displayed on the screen. Hold the power button, press and release the Volume Up button. Click Volume Down to highlight the Wipe cache section, then click the Power
button to confirm the selection, the cache section has been cleared, select the Reboot System now and click Power to confirm the choice. If none of the options solves the problem, the device may require the factory to reset or reset. Go to the settings - back up and reset. Turn on the Back option to my data if necessary. Then go Click Factory data reset and click Reboot Phone to confirm. Physically
damaged screen can cause additional problems in the LCD display. If the LCD display is physically damaged, you will need to replace the screen. Contact the Motorola Moto G6 LCD Display Replacement Guide. Guide. motorola g6 not charging. motorola moto g6 not charging. moto g6 not charging solution. moto g6 not charging properly. moto g6 not charging rapidly. moto g6 not charging when on. moto
g6 not charging after update. motorola g6 play not charging
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